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The encounters between the Spanish and the Indigenous people was a period in history 

that changed the Americas forever, despite being told through various perspectives. Beginning in 

1492, Christopher Columbus sailed to the Bahamas, stepping foot in the new world-- the 

Americas-- for the first time. Once he reached Mexico the indigenous people, the Tainos, 

believed the Europeans were gods who came from the sky because of their pale skin and colorful 

clothing, so they were welcoming and began to exchange cultural goods and resources with the 

European people. Soon after Columbus made four voyages, each time bringing back new goods 

from the Americas, which began to spark the interest of other explorers who wanted to 

experience this new land. the 1500’s Velasquez, a Spanish explore, sponsors Cortes’s, also an 

explorer, voyage—on the condition of Cortes returning with gold—setting Cortes and his men 

off to the new world. However, once him and his men arrive to Mexico, the Aztec king 

Montezuma had already felt the presence of unknown forces approaching his empire, so he sent 

royal messengers to the forces, the Spanish conquistadors. As a way of showing the Aztecs that 

they have power, the conquistadors started to fire cannons in their direction resulting in 

Montezuma coming to meet the Spaniards in person. Just like the Montezuma believed the 

explorers were gods, and because of this he welcomed them into his kingdom with open arms. 

Later on, Diaz, Cortes and Montezuma all wrote separate accounts recounting what happened 

during their encounter meaning that they are completely different views and biases, but above all 

they also talk about the exchanging of the cultural resources and goods. Consequently, the 

mixture of two different cultural elements during these encounters positively affected the 

european civilization economy resulting in the encomienda system, the unfair laws of hard labor, 

high paying taxes, and forced conversion of religion, upon the Native Americans. 

 



 

During the Spanish conquest, conquistador began to expand their empire, along with their 

homeland traditions, to the americas all while gaining power from the silver and gold brought to 

Europe from the Americas. Eventually, Spain’s rapid economic growth triggered the 

implementation of the Encomienda system, inforcing hard labor, high taxes, and conversion of 

religion, upon the Native Americans. Later on the Natives rights were taken away, and they were 

placed on plantations to work on growing European cash crops for long hours receiving little 

pay. In addition to long hours of labor the Natives were also required to give back their earnings 

as forms of tributes to the Spaniards leading to disease, starvation, and exhaustion being cause of 

mass deaths in the Indian population. Once the king and queen of Spain were aware of the 

unapproved mistreatment they passed laws to further prevent the conquistadors abuse. Even 

spanish colonists, such as Bishop Bartolome de Las Casas, spoke out against the harsh conditions 

of the Indians and fought for them to have freedom. To additionally rensure the freeing of the 

Native american slaves, new laws were passed 1542 which freed the enslaved, forbid future 

enslavement, and put an end to the selling, donating, and inheriting of encomiendas, and finally 

reducing the size of individual encomiendas if seen to have an excessive amount of slaves. 

Unfortunately, these laws ended up failing because many Spanish citizens didn’t want to remove 

the Encomienda system due their heavy reliance on the system being their strongest source of 

wealth and power. They had grew accustomed to their new life and the only way to maintain this 

was through indian labor. Therefore, the continuous harsh acts eventually wiped out thousands of 

the Native American population, resulting in Africans replacing the Natives and the mass selling 

and purchasing of these African slaves between America, Europe, and Africa is later on called 

the Triangular Trade Route.  



 

Spain’s strong need for gathering new slaves during the 1500’s is what caused the 

spanish monarchs to allow conquistadors importing purchased slaves from West Africa to the 

Americas, in order to continue production on the sugar plantations and cash crops. This system 

of slave trade granted spaniards absolute control over establishing new civilizations, the well 

being of slaves, exploiting resources, and increased wealth. It also gave the Spanish the 

opportunity to convert the Africans to christianity which was a strategy they used in order to 

maintain control on the african slaves because of the beneficial outcomes that were brought on, 

slave labor had quickly become the most efficient and popular economic strategy used within the 

European empires. Unfortunately, for the Africans this resulted in multiple negative 

consequences in which they had no power to fight against the harsh treatments of the Spanish. 

One negative consequence is the creation of the Caste System, a system of class structure that is 

determined by birth, after the spanish, africans, and indian races began mating rapidly creating 

new mixed races. The disrupted order of spanish hierarchy due to the rise of these new races is 

what prompted the creation of Casta Paintings, a visual representation of a caste system 

establishing the order of importance for each race. The message behind the casta paintings were, 

races with lighter skin had the most power since they were more european looking, while the 

more tan and darker skin toned races had little to no power because of their strong resemblance 

to the african and indian populations. Because these political systems were founded on division 

of power based on the color of skin it had a major influence on starting the second consequence, 

racism through the use of abuse towards the african slaves. In the station three document titled, 

Volume Of Immigration, it states. “ the 4.7 million africans imported to the caribbean over the 

centuries had diminished to about 2 million in 1880.” the slaves were viewed as less than human 



 

in the Europeans eyes, so once they reached the americas the Africans were treated poorly; 

working long hours without rest, unproportional amounts of pay for said hours of labor, unstable 

shelter, and little to no food and water was supplied for the slaves when on the sugar plantations. 

As a result, in 1880 the population of Africans decreased by more than half of what it began 

with. Later on, many groups of slave began to rebel against the Spanish by escaping the 

plantations which they worked on and began forming small communities of liberated slaves 

called Maroon colonies.  

After the cruel effects of the spanish colonization, the Africans grew tired of the social 

injustice and being taken advantage of so they began to run away forming small civilizations, 

known as Maroon colonies, as a act of resistance to european rule, sparking the beginning of the 

African Revolution. Going back to the 1500’s, all across the Caribbean, North and South 

america, and even some parts of Africa, slaves started to escape dangerous, unstable life on the 

plantations and take shelter concealed within swamps, mountains tops and thick forest. Many 

successful leaders of these colonies such as Macandel, Gaspar Yanga, and lloyd George Harris 

helped upbring and spread a strong sense of independence among the African race, giving them 

the courage to ban together and fight bravely for their independence and freedom against the 

Spanish rule. They also fought against the bais with the Casta system and the religious 

conversion of their native roots to christianity. In the online article, Runaway Slave Colonies in 

the Atlantic World, it states the following, “these items maroons often raided plantations, taking 

domesticated animals while they were there,” (Lockley). Tactics like raiding plantations for their 

crops and animals, stealing weaponry, and even acquiring more slaves from other plantations to 

join their colonies are some of the few actions that the africans within the maroon colonies did in 



 

order to grow in numbers and strength. This caused the spanish to become enraged with slow 

production from lack of slaves and limited amount of resources the European militaries began 

tracking down and destroying maroon communities all across the caribbean. Although the 

europeans were more advanced, the maroon colonies military forces put up good fight making 

the difficulty of fully eradicating strong established maroon communities so great, the european 

forces finally gave up deciding to end their ongoing brutal feud by creating and signing a peace 

treaty with the maroon colonies. Under this treaty Maroon colonies were free and independent 

societies, guaranteeing their own land, and political freedom. These consequences hold great 

importance because of the lasting effects they had in the americas and have continued to have on 

our world today. 

An immediate long term outcome of colonization is the mating of the Mexican and 

African races began sparking colorism within mexico, due to the new darker shade race that were 

birthed from then racial mixing between the two groups. Occurring even before the end mexican 

revolution in 1917, mexico gaining their independence, Mexico’s cultural way of life because of 

the African Slave Trade happening across the Caribbean. The documentary, Black in Latin 

America, Mexico and Peru: The Black Grandma In The Closet, voiced how during the 1800’s 

men such as general Morelos, general Guerrero, and Jose Vasconcelos have fought for the rights 

and equality of slaves by fighting against the Spanish, publishing articles empowering mexico’s 

muli-race roots, and even becoming part of the government to pass on laws abolishing slavery 

and racial categories. Even lasting Maroons like the town Yanga, named after Gaspar Yanga a 

african slave who helped liberate other slaves and  

Another immediate effect of spanish colonization is the creation of new religions based 



 

on the mixture of the Yoruba and Fon religions with christianity, the spanish religion.  

 

The spanish didn’t think the indigenous food was good for them because they had never 

been exposed to the different varieties of goods in the americas, causing them to begin dying 

from the lack of their “healthy foods” since they refused the food from the americas; believing it 

would make them become like the american natives and/or die. The spanish feared that if they 

began to eat the indigenous foods the would “become like the natives”. In other words, it would 

be seen as the spanish adapting to the natives culture, putting aside their own. Spaniards would 

send european wafer’s, made of european wheat, and whine, only made from grapes, to the 

americans to give to the natives in order to convert them to christianity correctly. The europeans 

began to go grow their plants in the americas and bring their domesticated animals to live in the 

americas.  

 


